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Introduction

According to J. Väisälä [7], a homeomorphism /: D + D* (D, D*
domains of the Euclid.ean %-space -8") is called K-qc (K-quas,iconformal
mappirug) (r<K ( oo) in D if

for every arc family l- contained in D. The preceding inequality may
be written also

(1)

(1')

M(r\

However, it is possible to characterize the quasiconformality by askiug
that the preceding inequalities hold only for a certain class of arc families,
as for instance for the arc families joining the boundaries of a topological
cylinder, or of rings, or even of spherical rings (see J. Väisälä 17, 8], F.
Gehring [0]). In the present pa,per, we shall characterize the quasicon-
formality by the condition that arc families of extremal length z,ero are
mapped into arc families of extremal length zero. As simple consequences,
we derive the characterization of the quasiconformality by the invariance
of the property of arc families of having extremal length ) 0, or infinite
(or finite) modulus.

This result generalizes the corresponding theorem in plane obtained
by H. Renggli [6]. IIis proof however, (rvhich is a little more complicated)
appeals to Riemann theorem from conformal mappings (which is no more
true for n> 2).

n'ina1ly, we show that the invariance of the property of a family of
closed sebs contained in a domain D of having finite (or infinite) modulus
implies the quasiconformality of the corresponding mapping.

t. Definitions and notations

Let I be a family of arcs y c R", where by an a,rc we mean a homeo-
morphic image of the segment (0, l), and let -E'(J-) be theclassof functions
e(r) such that
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0 in R";
Borel measurable;

The mod,ulus of l- is defined as

fM(l) : inf I p@)dn .

eeF(r)rJ

Its inverse

I
v(r): M€)

is the e*tremal, length of J'.

Clearly, if all arcs y € I are contained in a Borel set E g R", then
it is sufficient to consider the family Pr(l) of functions q € ,tr'(i-) defined

only in E and satisfying conditions Lo,2o,3o in D, or in other t-ords,

to consider only the functions g satisfying the additional condition

Q 1ca 
: 0 (where g 

I cE means the restriction of g to the set C E) .

Then, the modulus of .l' may be written in the form

Mg)

A rinq is a domain .d homeomorphic to a spherical ring (an annulus),

i.e. the domain contained between two concentric spheres. Let cs, cr
be the bounded, respectively unbounded, component of the complement

AA of A and -Er : OC* (/c : 0, l) the boundary components of the

rirng A. Let la be the family of all arcs y joining the boundary com-

ponents of ^4 in a, i.e. such that their endpoints ah belong to Iu
(fu : 0, 1), and the open arcs Z g /. The modulus of ring -d is

Io q(r) 
=2o e@) is

Bo { ewt

: inf I s"d, .

aerae) i

(2) modL-

We say that a closed set 6 separates I o from F L

and every T e Ta meets 6.

The modulus of a family »A of sets 6 separating the

ponents of A is defined as

M(Zu) - inf
q€r()-7)

in A if ocA

boundary com-

{ 
Q'd'l '
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where ? (Zu) i*

,'" 

{on-L 

d,o 2

the class of functions satisfyirrg conditions 1o, .2o and

1 for every oeZn.

2. Chara cterizations of quasiconformality

A homeomorphism f: D + D* is said to be K-qc (L 
-< 

K a oo) i,n
D accord,ing to Gehring's metr,i,a il,efi,nition if

ör(r):','S "#*,

max lf@' ) - f@)l , l(r , r) - min lf@') - f@)l ,
l*, -*l: r 

I 
yt -xl:r

is bounded in D and ör(x) { K a. e. (almost ever5rwhere) in D.
Propos,i,tion 1. This d,efdni,ti,on of qo i,s equ,i,aalent to Viiisdl(i's geometri,c

d,efi,nition lcharacterized, by the d,ouble i,nequal,ity (l)1.
(X'or the proof, see for instance our monograph [2], theorem 1, p. 126

and theorem 2, p. 127, or our paper lI].)
Theorem L. A homeomorph,i,sm "frD + D* i,s qc i,n D i,ff there er,ists

a constant C end, for eaerg ueD, there er,i,sts a posi,tiue number r(r), such
that 01r !r(r) impli,es mod A*(r,r) { C, where

A*(* ,r) : {r*;l(r ,r) ( lr*- f(r)l A L@ ,r)) ,

anil', 'i,n the case l,(r, r) : L(r, r), we consider m.od A*(r, r) : 0.

Since

mod /.*(r ,r) : rof*t! ,' l(r,r) '

the condition is clearly sufficient (it implies da to be bounded). In order
to prove that this is also necess&ry, we observe that if f is qc, there exists a
constant I (,I( < co, such that, dr(r) < K in D, and then, given
e) 0,toevery reD, we canassociatean r(r) > 0, suchthat{lr* -f@l< L(*, r)) c D* and

where

L(r,r) -

for eYery r a r(r), hence

L(r , r)
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forevery neD a,nd 0<-rar(r).
Proposition, 2. mod {f-'lA*(*, r)i) I %, where %

(For the proof, see J. Väisälä t7l.)
Proposi,ti,on 3. Thehomeomorphism f-', D* + -D is

is K-7.c.

Propos'ition 4. If Ar,. . . , A* are d,isioint rings,
rates the boundot y components ,f a ri,ng A, then

- x(n).

K-q.c i,ff f: D + D*

each of u:hich sepa,ra-

mod L

(tr'or the proof, see tr'. Gehring [5].)
Lemma 7, If o homeomorphism f, D +

'is a se{luen?,ce {A*} of d,i,sjoi,nt ri,ngs A* c c

(4)

mod A^.

D* 'is not qc in D, then there

D (i.e. u:ittt, Ä* c D), such that

ln

H

Ic: 1

,mr-

Indeed, by theorem l, there exist two sequences {z-} and {r-}, such that

Now, let us proYe that the rings .4- : A(** , t^) : f-L {A*(x^, r^))
can be chosen disjoint. suppose first that there is an index zzo such that
frm: frmo for an infinity of indices rL. Then, considering this sequence

and relabeling, we shall have a sequence {r-} with frL: frz: . . , : sr.

Since Z(2, r)-+ 0 as r --> 0, it, follows that for a fixed r^, it is possible

to choose rn+1 so that r^a,{ r- and L(rq, r-+t) 1l(ro, r*), and then,
again A^ . A*+t: O, hence A^ . Ao : O for all indices m * 9.

Next, we can suppose (without loss of generality) that the §equence

{r-} is such that r* * rp for m, + p. W. may assume even that {r-}
is discrete. Indeed, if it is not discrete, it has a limit poirrt ro, and we

may pa,ss to a subsequence which converges to ro without, oontaining ro'

Then, acoording to proposition 2, mod./-1[-4x(r*, r^)f 1x. X'inally,

for a fixed m, decompose the spherical ring A*(r^, r^) in na2 spherical rings

Af,(r^,r^) such that

mod Af (r* , r*) -
I
*'

the ring f-'lAtr (r*, r*)7

mod f-'lA!.,(** , r*))\ ,

is evident:

which is clearly possible. If we denote by A*
satisfyitrg the condition

mod A*: min{modf-'LA{(**,r^)f ,. . . ,

then, by the precedittg proposition the followirrg
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Proposi,tion 5. ,f f -

%

rrl'

r*

1

*'

v a,nd f* are separate, then

M(r): »M(l^) .

We recall that the arc families f* (m : l, ),. . .) are said to be separate
if there exists a sequence of disjoint Borel sets {E-} such lhat HL (y* - E-)
: 0 for every y*ef^, where ä1 is the linear Ilausdorff measure.

(X'or the proof of proposition 5, see for instance B. 3'uglede [3].)
Theorem 2. A necessarg and; suJficient comilition for a homeomorph'i,sm

I D + D* to be qc i,n D i,s that tr"(f) :0 (> 0) i,lf ],9*): 0 () 0)

for eaerg I conta,i,neil i,n D.
(I') allows us to conclude that the condition is necessary.

In order to prove that the condition is also sufficient, let us suppose

/ is not qc. But then, according to the preceding lemma, there exists
a sequence {A^) of disjoint rings so that (3) hold, henoe, on account of (2),

TboJo rll)n *z(n-l) 7L0Jn
M(lu^): (# = %"-r , M(T*I) < mz@-i,

and" then, by the preceding proposition, since f * (m - 1, 2, . .

sepafate,

llcon

mm

.) are

where f - lu^, f* : U Tu!". I{ence )

1V):0, \rx) > 0

In a similar way, we can obtain also arc families -I', such that ,1(-I') > 0

and ,t(.1'*) : 0, taking into account that, by proposition 3, if / is not
qc, neither "f-t is, and the proof of the theorem is complete.

And now, we shall give some other characterizations of the quasicon-
formality as simple consequences of the preceding theorem.

tr'irst, we remind that,
A homeomorphism f: D + D* is K-qc accoril,,i,ng to Gehri,ng's geo-

rnetric d,efiniti,on iff

Y
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mod L
K:

rsergent) ,ff ,*mod" Lj 'i,s d,iuergent (conaergenti.

It is a direct, consequence of the preceding lemma and Gehring's geo-

metric definition.
Let us consider a sequence {r-} of families of closed sets. Z^ are

said to be separate if there exists a sequence of Borei sets {.8-} such that,

,n-L(on - E^\: 0 for everY o^eZ*, where f1"-1 means the (n - L)-

dimensional Ifausdorff measure.

Proposi,ti,on 6. If » : l) Z* anil, »^ are separate fami,l,ies of closed,

sets, then

see B. Fuglede L1(For the proof,

I
Lemma 2. M(»): 

---- 
1 .

M(1")Å

This follows, for example, from [2, Corollary, p. 124] and [1, (49)].
Theorem 4. If a homeomorphism f: D +D* has the property that:

M(»): oo (< oo) ill M(»*): oo (( a) for euery fami,ly Z of closed,

sets contai,ned' im D, then f is qc i,n D.
Indeed, suppose / is not qc, t};;er',by theorem 3, there exists a sequence

of disjoint rings {,4-}, such lhat Zmod A^ ( oo and Xmod A!*: o,
but then, on account of the definition of the modulus of a ring and by
the preceding lemma and proposition 6,

t1
(naa)"-r IYI(») - »(n*,)Å M(Zu*) - »

for eYery ÄCCD.
Theorem 3. A homeonlorph'i,sm f: D

segltence {A*} of d,i,sjoint ri,ngs A* C

Y

+ D* is qc in D i,ff for eaery

C D, I mod A* 'is d,iaergent (con'

and

I I f m.r,r- 11(na")ÅM(»*):mZ(ru»^)ÅIW(»"I): Z I 'vwn l;=: ZmodAl: oo,

' IMQ;)J m

as desired, where » - J'uA*
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Corollary. If a homeomorphi,sm f: D + D* has the property that:
)'(») :0 (> 0) ,ff )'(»*) :0 (> 0) for eaery family » of closed, sets

contained, in D, then f i,s qc.
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